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Haha… 

At this time, Prince Aotian was so excited that he quickly raised his hand: “Everyone, 
please.” 

After speaking, Prince Aotian looked at Divine Monarch Haotian gratefully, and 
continued: ” Also, from today onwards, Haotian will be canonized as the God King and 
will rule over all the soldiers and horses.” 

Although he has a violent personality, he also knows that without Haotian God 
Sovereign, he will not be able to sit in the position of Heavenly Emperor. 

“Thank you, Your Majesty.” 

Haotian Shenjun immediately knelt down and thanked him. 

At this time, the Haotian Divine Sovereign was not excited at all, and his status was no 
longer attractive to him. At this time, there was only the figure of Empress Hua Zhao in 
his mind. 

“Report!” 

At this moment, a divine soldier rushed in in a panic, and reported to Prince Aotian, 
“Report to Your Majesty, Yue Feng… Yue Feng escaped from the prison… “ 

When I took the Holy Monarch Sunshine to the Heavenly Prison just now, I took a look 
at the place where Yue Feng was imprisoned, and found that the cell was empty, and 
Yue Feng was nowhere to be seen. 

What? 

When the voice fell, whether it was Prince Aotian or Divine Sovereign Haotian, their 
expressions changed. 

In particular, Haotian Divine Sovereign is even more anxious. 

Speaking of which, Empress Hua Zhao was going to execute Yue Feng at that time. 
Although Haotian Shenjun felt that it was inappropriate, he could only follow Empress 
Hua Zhao, and it was wrong. At this time, Yue Feng suddenly fled, and the 
consequences were unimaginable. 



After all, Yue Feng is strong and powerful, and he is also the master of Prince Ao Lin. If 
he knew that Ao Tian was established as the Emperor of Heaven, how could he be 
willing to give up? 
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“hateful!” 

Prince Aotian also realized the seriousness of the situation, and shouted angrily at the 
divine soldier: “What are you doing? Heavenly Prison is heavily guarded, so that Yue 
Feng could escape?” 

“Go back to your majesty!” The divine soldier scared When it didn’t work, he knelt down 
and responded in panic: “My subordinates have been patrolling outside the prison, and 
they haven’t found anything unusual, so I rashly guessed that someone might have 
been rescued, and the person who saved him is very familiar with the prison.” 

Phew… 

Hearing this, Prince Aotian looked gloomy and pondered. 

According to this, Yue Feng may indeed be rescued. 

But… who is this person? Haotian God Sovereign was also thinking 

, suddenly his eyes lit up, he thought of something, and said to the divine soldier: “Go, 
invite Prince Aolin.” 

It might be Prince Aolin. After all, Yue Feng is his master. If his master was arrested, it 
is impossible for him to be an apprentice. 

“Yes, hurry up!” Prince Aotian was awakened by a word, and he hurriedly urged. 

“Yes!” 

The magic soldier responded and walked out of the Yutian Palace quickly. 

After a while, the divine soldier came back with a complicated expression: “Your 
Majesty, His Royal Highness, the subordinates just checked, and Prince Aolin didn’t 
stay in the other courtyard where he practiced, and he disappeared.” 

Shah! 

Hearing this, Prince Aotian’s face was extremely gloomy and he shouted angrily: “It’s so 
presumptuous, how dare to let the prisoner go privately. Pass on my word to revoke the 



identity of Prince Aolin, and immediately send troops to arrest Aolin and Yue Feng. , 
once discovered, shoot to kill.” 

When he gave the order, Aotian was angry, but his heart was extremely excited and 
excited. 

Ha ha… 

Originally, he was afraid that Ao Lin would snatch the position of Heavenly Emperor with 
himself in the future, but he didn’t expect that he knew the law and violated the law, so 
he let Yue Feng go privately, and his competitors took the initiative to make mistakes, 
wouldn’t it be a good thing? 

“Yes, Your Majesty!” 

Upon hearing the order, the entire Yutian Palace responded in unison. 

… 

the other side. 

Kyushu, Apocalypse Continent. 

Under the escort of Prince Aolin, Yue Feng finally returned to Kyushu through the portal. 

“Okay!” 

At this time, the two landed on a mountain top, Yue Feng took a deep breath, and said 
to Prince Aolin: “Farewell for a thousand miles, there will be a farewell, just come here, 
you hurry back.” 

Prince Aolin With a face full of reluctance, he smiled bitterly: “Master, I suddenly don’t 
want to go back, my mother was gone when I was very young, and now my father is 
gone, I have no worries in the realm of the gods, just think about it. Follow you to learn 
your skills.” 

Hu… 

Yue Feng took a deep breath, smiled and comforted: “How can this work? You are the 
prince of the Divine Realm, how can you condescend to stay in Kyushu? I also heard 
that His Majesty once issued an decree, I want you to succeed the next Heavenly 
Emperor. Therefore, there are still many things waiting for you in the Divine Realm.” 

Said, Yue Feng looked serious: “I hope you can be a kind and good Heavenly 
Emperor.” 
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Call! 

Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Prince Aolin was deeply touched and solemnly said: 
“Master, don’t worry, I will definitely be a good emperor. When the emperor is a hundred 
days later and I officially ascend the throne, I will order you to be recalled to the realm of 
the gods and officially appointed emperor. Master.” 

Saying these roars, Prince Aolin looked serious. 

In his eyes, there is no better teacher than Yue Feng in the world. 

However, Prince Aolin didn’t know at this time that two hours ago, Prince Aotian, with 
the support of Haotian Divine Sovereign, defied public opinion and temporarily took the 
place of Emperor of Heaven. 

Children can be taught! 

Seeing that Prince Aolin obeyed his opinion, Yue Feng nodded approvingly: “Okay, let’s 
go back quickly.” To 

be honest, Yue Feng was also a little reluctant, but Prince Aolin was The son of the God 
of Nine Heavens, with a distinguished status, it is impossible to stay in Kyushu with him. 

“Master, take care!” 

Prince Aolin didn’t say more, he solemnly bowed, and then his figure flashed and 
disappeared into the air. 

call! 

At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath, adjusted his mood, and quickly walked 
towards the junction of Tianqi Continent and Earth Circle Continent. 

… 

on the other side,. 

God’s Domain, Yuyao Xianyuan. 

In the quiet and elegant back garden, Empress Hua Zhao sat there in plain clothes, 
thinking quietly. 

Beside him, a dozen fairies waited quietly. 



Just now, news came from Yutian Palace that Prince Aotian had successfully 
represented the emperor of heaven, which made Empress Hua Zhao very happy, but 
then another bad news came. 

Prince Aolin let Yue Feng go privately, and the whereabouts of both of them were 
unknown at this time. 

When she heard the news, Empress Hua Zhao was furious and anxious at the same 
time. 

Prince Aolin is very witty, but he is still young after all, so it is nothing to worry about, but 
Yue Feng is different. This person is brave and resourceful. He is not only a closed 
disciple of Guiguzi, but also the Nine Heavens Profound Sage canonized by the 
ancestors of Honghuang. omnipotent. 

More importantly, the Lian Mozu was completely annihilated by Yue Feng, and such 
people escaped from the prison. 

Thinking of this, Empress Hua Zhao felt a little restless. 

“Queen Mother!” 

At this moment, a voice came, and Prince Aotian came over with a full face. 

Behind him is the tall and handsome Haotian Divine Monarch. 

“You all retreat first!” 

Seeing them coming, Empress Hua Zhao immediately waved her jade hand and 
ordered the fairies around her, “No one can enter the back garden without the order of 
this palace.” 

Some things, people who know Less is better. 

“Yes, Niangniang!” 

Upon hearing the order, more than a dozen fairies responded in unison, and then slowly 
exited the back garden. 

“Queen Mother!” 

Watching the fairies go away, Prince Aotian couldn’t hide his excitement, he quickly 
walked over and said with a smile: “My son succeeded in temporarily taking the place of 
the Emperor of Heaven, thanks to His Royal Highness, haha… The 



more Prince Aotian said, the more excited he became: “Empress mother, in the future, 
the entire Divine Realm will be our world.” 

Hearing the compliment, Haotian Shenjun smiled symbolically, and then frowned, 
looking preoccupied. 

Yes, Haotian Shenjun is also worried about Yue Feng. 

More than an hour has passed since Yue Feng was rescued from the Heavenly Prison. 
The gods and soldiers sent out still haven’t sent back any news, which makes Haotian 
Divine Sovereign in a bad mood. 

The same is true for Empress Hua Zhao. 

Ugh! 

Seeing the excited look of Prince Aotian at this time, Empress Hua Zhao sighed softly 
and preached: “You are only acting as the Emperor of Heaven, and you haven’t officially 
ascended the throne, so don’t get carried away.” 

“Also, Yue Feng escaped from the sky . If you do n’t make it in time, you will have 
endless troubles.” 

Uh… After 

being told, Prince Aotian was very embarrassed, scratched his head and said, “Then 
Yue Feng is nothing special, isn’t it… 

Before he could finish speaking, he was interrupted by Divine Sovereign Haotian: “Your 
Majesty, don’t underestimate Yue Feng, he can appear in the prophecy of the innate 
spirit stone, and he has also successfully wiped out the demons. His ability is 
extraordinary . As he said , 

Haotian Shenjun took a deep look at Empress Hua Zhao: “I sent someone to chase an 
hour ago, and no news has come back yet. I guess that Yue Feng has returned to 
Kyushu, so I thought about it. , come and ask the mother’s opinion.” 
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When talking about this, Haotian Shenjun couldn’t hide his feelings, but because Prince 
Aotian was on the side, it was not easy to be too intimate. 

Um! 



Hearing this, Empress Hua Zhao nodded and thought: “If Yue Feng returned to Kyushu, 
it would be like a stone sinking into the sea, and it would be difficult to catch it. But it is 
not impossible. 

” Empress please say.” 

“First!” 

Empress Hua Zhao thought for a while, her red lips lightly lifted and she said slowly: 
“Open the Xuantian Barrier Formation that was destroyed a few years ago, and divide 
the Kyushu again. In this way, Not only can we find Yue Feng more easily, but we can 
also easily monitor the situation in all continents of Kyushu.” 

“But this matter cannot be done by one person. I just thought about it and decided to set 
up a Diligent supervisor. Specially in charge of such matters.” At the 

end of the story, Madam Hua Zhao looked at the god of Haotian seriously: “Haotian, this 
palace’s identity is special and it is inconvenient to show up, and Aotian is still young, so 
this matter is just I need you to work hard.” For a 

long time, God’s Domain has set up a barrier in Kyushu to isolate the Kyushu and 
facilitate monitoring and management. However, ten years ago, the ambition of the 
ghost world Hades expanded and first secretly destroyed the Xuantian barrier. Great 
formation, and then designed to trap Jiutian Xuannv who was guarding the big 
formation. 

At that time, the Nine Heavens God had no chance to repair the Xuantian Barrier 
because of the constant intrusion of the demons, until now. 

call! 

When the words fell, Haotian Divine Sovereign did not hesitate at all, nodded seriously 
and said, “Don’t worry, madam, I will definitely live up to the trust.” 

Since the last time the two sides opened their hearts, Haotian Divine Sovereign learned 
that the goddess also has a good impression of him, which made Haotian Divine 
Monarch. I was very happy and excited. Under such circumstances, I naturally obeyed 
Empress Hua Zhao. 

Um! 

Madam Hua Zhao nodded, and then she thought of something, and said softly: “Also, 
after the establishment of the Qin Tianjian, some reliable generals will be sent to 
Kyushu to clear the remnants of the demon clan. 



” The subordinates of the faction have controlled several royal families in Kyushu, one 
of which is the Apocalypse Royal Family, and is a descendant of the Demon Race. We 
must not take this lightly.” 

“We paid such a high price to completely defeat the Demon Venerable, and we must not 
let the Demons anymore. The clan is revived.” 

Hearing this, Haotian God Lord nodded with approval: “I remember, I will send my 
subordinates to do it later.” 

When saying this, Haotian God Lord looked solemn and looked at Hua Zhao at the 
same time. There was also a bit of admiration in the eyes of the lady. 

As expected of a woman favored by the late emperor, she is quick-thinking and clear-
cut, which is really rare. 

“No!” 

However, Haotian Divine Sovereign’s answer did not satisfy Empress Hua Zhao, she 
shook her head and said, “These two matters are no trivial matter, so I want you to go 
out in person.” 

Hearing this, Haotian Divine Sovereign was stunned. Next, but he reacted quickly, 
nodded and said, “Okay!” 

After a few minutes, Haotian Shenjun left Yuyao Xianyuan and began to deploy and 
activate the Xuantian formation. 

…. 

the other side! 

Kyushu, Apocalypse Imperial City. 

At that time, Ren Yingying released the arrested Jianghu masters, and then specially 
held a banquet to apologize, and sent all the people from various sects back. 

As for Wen Chou Chou, Sun Dasheng and other members of the Ouyang family stayed 
in the palace. 

At this time, in the back garden of the palace, Ren Yingying and Wen Chou Chou were 
sitting there, drinking tea and discussing the situation about Yue Feng. 

A day ago, Ren Yingying sent someone to the main altar of the former Heavenly Dao 
Alliance to check the teleportation formations linking the Divine Realm, and soon got the 



news that those teleportation formations had already been destroyed due to the 
catastrophe caused by Bai Yunfei. 

Without the teleportation array, it is impossible to enter the realm of the gods to 
investigate the situation of Yue Feng, which makes everyone feel very dull. 

“Made!” 

At this moment, Sun Dasheng couldn’t sit still, and he scolded and stood up and said: 
“Going to a teleportation array will stun us? If it is destroyed, let’s build another one.” 
The 

voice fell, Wen Chou Chou gave a wry smile: “Great Sage, don’t be so impatient, the 
teleportation formation linking the God’s Domain is very mysterious, it’s not something 
we can build if we want.” 

Om! 

Just as he was talking, there was a sudden burst of violent vibrations coming from 
under his feet, and the sky was also billowing with dark clouds, as if the heaven and the 
earth had collapsed. 
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This…. 

what’s the situation? 

Is there an earthquake? 

At this moment, whether it was Ren Yingying or Wen Chou Chou, everyone was 
shocked and stood up one after another. At the same time, the palace maids and 
guards of the palace also came out, standing unsteadily and watching in horror. Sky. 

I saw that the originally clear sky was suddenly covered with dark clouds, and the 
thunder was rolling. 

And in the sky far away, at the border of the Apocalypse Continent, dazzling beams of 
light descended from the sky, connecting the earth. 

Huh…. 

Seeing such a vision, Ren Yingying’s delicate face changed, and her delicate body also 
trembled. 



This seems to be the enchantment of heaven and earth that has disappeared for more 
than ten years. Why has it appeared again now? 

At this time, Wen Chou Chou also reacted, and said solemnly: “Such a vision of heaven 
and earth, it seems that God’s Domain has re-deployed the enchantment of heaven and 
earth. It seems that the demons have really been completely wiped out, and God’s 
Domain can free up his hands and restore the Eyes on Kyushu.” 

Heaven and Earth Barrier? 

Hearing this, Sun Dasheng and the others behind him were shocked. 

Immediately, Dasheng Sun couldn’t help but said: “Look at how I feel that God’s 
Domain’s redeployment of Xuantian Barrier is not aimed at Kyushu, but Fengzi?” 

Shuh! 

When the voice fell, the expressions of everyone around changed. 

Yes, Yue Feng was brought into God’s Domain, and there was no news for so long. 
Now God’s Domain has re-deployed Xuantian Barrier. Is there a connection between 
the two? 

“quick!” 

At this moment, Ren Yingying reacted and ordered a royal guard: “Send someone out to 
investigate immediately, and if there is any news of God’s Domain, come back and 
report immediately.” 

“Yes, Your Majesty!” After 

receiving the order, the royal guard With a solemn face, he quickly walked out of the 
back garden. 

Watching the royal guards go away, everyone present fell silent, and the atmosphere 
was indescribably solemn. 

Buzzing… 

At this moment, there was another vibration in the sky, and then, I saw a golden light 
spot in the distant sky, like a gorgeous golden meteor, heading towards the earth Land 
quickly. 

“So many gods and gods?” 



Seeing this scene, Wen Chouchou frowned and couldn’t help muttering to himself: “It’s 
deploying Xuantian Barrier again, and sending gods and gods to Kyushu, this God’s 
Domain. What are you going to do?” 

Although the distance was far away, it was impossible to see what those golden light 
spots were, but Wen Chou Chou was quick-witted and guessed at once that it was a 
divine general sent by the Divine Realm. 

The voice fell, and everyone around looked at each other in dismay, all of them feeling 
inexplicably uneasy. 

In the blink of an eye, an hour passed. 

“Report!” 

I heard a report, and then, the royal guard who was sent out ran in in a panic, and said 
to Ren Yingying: “Your Majesty, my subordinate just checked, not only did God Domain 
deploy it Xuantian enchantment also dispatched divine soldiers and generals to block 
the connections of various continents.” 

“And they also issued a pursuit order from the gods to capture Yue Feng.” 

When he said this, the royal guard was full of heads. He was sweating profusely and 
looked extremely nervous. 

What? 

Hearing this, both Ren Yingying and Wen Chou Chou were all shocked. 

Sure enough, this series of actions in the God Domain is really related to Yue Feng. 

However, at the same time as they were shocked, everyone couldn’t tell how excited 
and excited they were. 

God’s Domain issued a pursuit order, which proves that Yue Feng escaped from the 
control of God’s Domain and has successfully returned to Kyushu. This is exciting news 
for everyone. 

Realizing this, Ren Yingying did not hesitate at all, and ordered: “Pass the word of my 
mouth, send someone immediately, and be sure to find Yue Feng’s whereabouts before 
the realm of the gods.” 

When she said this, Ren Yingying’s delicate face was full of expressions. Perseverance, 
but my heart is extremely worried. 

Yue Feng… 



you will be fine. 

Certainly not. 

… 

the other side! 

After Yue Feng and Prince Aolin separated, they finally arrived at Lieyang Pass after a 
two-hour flight. 

Lieyang Pass is located on the northwestern border of the Apocalypse Continent and 
borders the Earth Circle Continent. It is one of several important passages between the 
two continents. 

I go! 

At this time, Yue Feng arrived on the avenue outside Lieyang Pass and was stunned 
when he saw the scene in front of him. 
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saw that at the junction of the two continents behind Lieyang Pass, a light curtain 
connects the heaven and the earth, and it contains extremely strong fluctuations of 
power, extending infinitely on both sides, with no end in sight. 

This… 

Yue Feng was stunned for a few seconds and reacted, and his heart was very shocked. 

Isn’t this the Xuantian barrier between Kyushu once? It was destroyed by Hades and 
disappeared long ago. Why did it suddenly appear again? 

The next second, recalling the vibrations he felt on the way, Yue Feng vaguely 
understood something. There are also some doubts. 

It should be God’s Domain, and the Xuantian Barrier has been redeployed. 

However, Aolin, as the heir to the Heavenly Emperor, should not do this. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng walked towards the gate of Lieyangguan. 

call! 

However, when approaching the gate of the city, Yue Feng suddenly stood there, 
frowning secretly. 



Nima, the future of these gods is very fast. 

When I saw the gate of Lieyangguan City, several checkpoints were set up, and there 
were dozens of divine soldiers in golden armor, who were checking passers-by, and a 
notice was posted on the nearby city wall. 

A portrait of Yue Feng was painted on the notice. 

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng was startled and angry again, and a little admired. 

The efficiency of this God’s Domain is really fast. Just after he was rescued by Prince 
Aolin, they had already sent troops to Kyushu. 

It seems…. Lieyang Pass will not pass for the time being. 

For a time, Yue Feng was very helpless. 

Speaking of which, with Yue Feng’s current strength, it was easy to deal with more than 
a dozen divine soldiers, but he knew in his heart that once he was exposed, more divine 
soldiers would come to support him. 

And when a fight breaks out, innocent people will be implicated. 

Forget it, let’s find another way. 

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng was about to turn around and leave. 

Um? 

However, at this time, I saw a slender and charming figure, following the pedestrians, 
slowly approaching Lieyang Pass. 

This woman was wearing an ordinary gray dress, but she couldn’t hide her charming 
curves, her facial features were exquisite, and her entire body was filled with an aura 
that could not be blasphemed. 

It was Mo Yan, one of the twelve holy demon kings of the Demon Race. 

At that time, when the Nine Heavens God attacked Fengmo Mountain, Moyan was in 
the royal family of Nanyun, so she escaped. 

After a vision appeared in the world, Mo Yan sensed the disintegration of the Demon 
Lord, and realized that the Demon Race had undergone a major change, and 
immediately rushed to the Apocalypse Continent to check on Ren Yingying’s situation. 



However, when they arrived at Tianqi Imperial City, Mo Yan learned that Ren Yingying 
had gotten rid of the control of Demon Venerable. In desperation, Mo Yan had no 
choice but to decide to leave, just at Lieyang Pass. 

Why is she here? 

Seeing Mo Yan, Yue Feng couldn’t help muttering secretly, then hid in the dark and 
quietly observed. 

call! 

At this moment, Mo Yan arrived at the gate of the city and was stunned when she saw 
the divine soldier who was interrogating him. 

However, relying on her identity, she did not take these divine soldiers in her eyes at all, 
and these divine soldiers were caught by Yue Feng, so she was more calm. 

However, Mo Yan was so beautiful that she didn’t want to take the initiative to cause 
trouble, but she still attracted the attention of those magic soldiers. 

Swish! 

At this moment, the gazes of those divine soldiers at the gate of the city converged on 
Mo Yan’s body instantly, especially the aura of both good and evil on her body, which 
aroused their suspicion even more. 

“You, stop!” 

At this moment, a magic soldier walked over quickly, pointed at Mo Yan and said, 
“What’s your name? Where are you from? What are you doing here? 

” The breath of his body, but he couldn’t hide that kind of aura. 

call! 

Mo Yan’s delicate face did not fluctuate in the slightest, and she said lightly, “My name 
is Ayan, and I am just an ordinary girl who lives in Lieyang Pass and went out to play 
before.” “ 

Play?” 

, looked at her up and down: “I think you are hiding something, you are a woman, you 
go out to play alone? Do you take me as a three-year-old child?” 

“Hurry up and explain it honestly!” 



Shah! 

Hearing the scolding, Mo Yan’s delicate face suddenly sank. There was also a faint fire 
in my heart. 

Haha…. 

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng, who was standing not far away, was instantly happy. 

This Mo Yan probably never thought that one of the twelve holy devil kings of her own 
would have such a day. 
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… 

Finally, Mo Yan calmed down and said with anger, “What I said is the truth, I’m in a 
hurry to go home, please get out of the way!” 

At this time, Mo Yan’s expression was indifferent , but my heart was very hot. 

He is one of the twelve dignified demon kings, with a high position and authority, but 
now he has been stopped by several soldiers from the God Realm for interrogation, 
where should he put his face? 

But in order not to reveal his identity, he still endured it. 

“Haha!” 

However, the magic soldier didn’t intend to let her go at all, and sneered: “You can’t go 
home today, go back with us and accept the interrogation.” The 

voice fell, and the magic soldier quickly stretched out his hand, ready to catch Mo. Yan’s 
wrist. 

“Presumptuous!” 

Seeing the other party being so presumptuous, Mo Yan couldn’t bear it anymore, she 
gave a coquettish shout, raised her hand and slapped the divine soldier. 

hum! 



With this palm, Mo Yan activated the power of the demon soul, and the speed was very 
fast. Wherever the palm shadow passed, the air distorted violently, and the momentum 
was astonishing. 

The magic weapon didn’t expect that the woman in front of him would suddenly make a 
move, and he didn’t even expect that the power of the opponent’s move was actually 
the power of the devil’s soul. 

Bang! 

Mo Yan’s speed was too fast, and the magic soldier couldn’t react at all. He heard a dull 
sound, and was shocked and flew out. After flying dozens of meters away, he fell on the 
ground and passed out. 
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What? 

Seeing this scene, both the surrounding magic soldiers and the pedestrians were taken 
aback. 

Immediately afterwards, sensing Mo Yan’s explosive power, those divine soldiers were 
even more shocked. 

“The power of the demon soul?” 

“She…she is the remnant of the demon clan!!” 

“Come on, let’s go together!” 

Under the shock, dozens of divine soldiers shouted and rushed towards Moyan. 

“A bunch of things that are beyond their own power!” 

Seeing the magical soldiers rushing up, Mo Yan didn’t panic at all. 

Huh…. 

Seeing this scene, whether it is Yue Feng or the pedestrians around, it is a feast for the 
eyes. 

I saw that the siege of dozens of divine soldiers did not put any pressure on Moyan. On 
the contrary, Moyan stimulated the power of the demon soul and made a fierce attack. 
Every time the jade hand was raised, one of the divine soldiers would be beaten. 
Falling. 



And that graceful body also made the man below look straight. 

At the beginning, Mo Yan was still invincible. However, there were constantly magical 
soldiers coming to support him from a distance. At the beginning, there were only more 
than 100, and gradually there were more and more, and there were thousands of them. 

Oops! 

Seeing that there were more and more magical soldiers around, Mo Yanxiu frowned, 
and she was also a little panicked. 

You can’t go on like this, the bigger and bigger the enemy, the more powerful you will 
be, and you may be captured. 

She thought to herself that Moyan would break out of the siege with the power of her 
demon soul, but there were more and more divine soldiers around her, and she couldn’t 
finish her fight, let alone break through the siege. 

Whoosh! 

Just when Mo Yan was anxious, suddenly, a scorching power came, and then a figure 
like lightning rushed into the air and blocked in front of Mo Yan. 

It was Yue Feng. 

Speaking of which, Yue Feng and Moyan had no friendship, and even had some 
grudges, but for some reason, Yue Feng didn’t want to see Moyan fall into the hands of 
God’s Domain. 

After all, Moyan was the only one left in the entire Demon Race. 

Um? 

Suddenly seeing a person appear, whether it is Mo Yan or those magic soldiers, they 
are all stunned. 

Because Yue Feng was wearing a thousand-changing mask, neither Mo Yan nor these 
divine soldiers recognized him. 

But these magic soldiers didn’t talk nonsense. After reflecting on it, they all yelled at Yue 
Feng: “Where’s the kid, get out of the way!” 

“Are you courting death?” 

“It must be the accomplice of this devil, stop talking nonsense, Let’s catch them 
together.” In a 



rage, many divine soldiers rushed over. 

At the same time, Mo Yan also reacted, frowning and looking at Yue Feng: “Who are 
you?” 

Seeing those magic soldiers rushing up, Yue Feng didn’t have time to explain, and 
responded lightly: “Don’t ask so much, follow me first. Let’s go!” The voice fell, Yue 
Feng raised his hand and waved, condensing a flame in mid-air to meet the magic 
soldiers. 

Yes, what Yue Feng is driving is the power of the Faye Red Lotus! 

Feeling the power contained in the flames, those divine soldiers did not dare to 
underestimate the enemy, so they quickly activated their divine power and deployed a 
protective film in front of them to resist. 

Bang! 

In the next second, the flames collided with the protective film, making a roar, and then, 
without exception, more than a dozen divine soldiers flew out. 
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Wow! 

At this time, more divine soldiers came to support from outside Lieyang Pass. 

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng realized that he couldn’t break through outside, so he 
had to take Mo Yan and rush towards Lieyang Pass. 

Swish! Being pulled by Yue Feng 

‘s wrist, Mo Yan felt very uncomfortable, and there was a hint of blush on her cold and 
arrogant face. At that time, she couldn’t help but say, “Who are you? Why do you want 
to save me?” 

The mask, Mo Yan couldn’t recognize it at all. 

Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, smiled and said: “It’s nothing, I just can’t stand the 
behavior of those gods and soldiers.” When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was 
indifferent, but his heart was a little angry. 

Mad, I have done so much for God’s Domain, and in the end, I have completely wiped 
out the Demon Race, but those gods are not only not grateful, but also kill themselves. 



Especially when he thought of Empress Hua Zhao, Yue Feng was even more angry, 
and he was still not relieved by locking himself in the sky prison. 

Really deceiving. 

Whoosh! 

While talking, the two came to a remote alley. 

At this moment, Mo Yan shook off Yue Feng’s hand and said coldly, “Okay, I thank you 
just now, let’s part now, leave your name, and I will thank you when I have a chance in 
the future. 

” One of the holy demon kings, being pulled and pulled by a man is really outrageous. 

However, Mo Yan also has her own principles. 

“I…” 

Yue Feng thought for a while, then said with a smile: “My name is Feng Tao, you can 
call me Brother Feng.” 

Immediately, Yue Feng couldn’t help looking up and down at Mo Yan: “Just now, it was 
just a gesture of effort, but if you want to thank me, I have no objection. I just want to 
know how you thank me?” 

When he said this, Yue Feng admired Mo Yan. The appearance, the heart can not help 
but secretly admire. 

beautiful! 

This Moyan is worthy of being the number one beauty of the Demon Clan. Her facial 
features and figure are absolutely stunning, especially her awe-inspiring awe-inspiring 
temperament. Any man who sees it will fall for her. 

To be honest, Yue Feng himself didn’t know why, he just wanted to tease her. 

“You…” 

Feeling Yue Feng’s gaze, Mo Yan was so ashamed and angry, she bit her lip and said 
coldly, “If you dare to look at me like this again, believe it or not, I will dig out your 
eyeballs.” 

This person is really I am getting more and more bold, and dare to stare at myself like 
this. You must know that as a demon king with a prominent identity, whoever sees it is 
not respectful, and no one has ever dared to blaspheme like this. 



To be honest, Mo Yan didn’t really want to dig Yue Feng’s eyes, just to scare him. 

After all, they are still in Lieyang Pass, and there are magical soldiers searching 
everywhere, and they are not out of danger. If they make a move at this time, their 
whereabouts will be exposed. 

Yue Feng was very thoughtful, and he could see Mo Yan’s thoughts at a glance. He 
didn’t panic at all, and said regretfully, “Anyway, I’m also your benefactor. Just looking 
at you will make my eyes gouged out?” 

“You said you wanted to thank me just now, but now you’ve changed your face, which is 
a little inappropriate.” As he 

said that, Yue Feng smiled and observed Mo Yan’s reaction. 

Swish! 

Hearing this ridicule, Mo Yan’s pretty face flushed red, anxious and angry, and then she 
stomped her feet: “Slippery tongue, I won’t tell you, we will meet later.” 

When the last word fell, Mo Yan’s delicate body flashed, and she headed out of Lieyang 
Pass. 

Looking at her graceful body, getting further and further away, Yue Feng couldn’t help 
shouting, “Hey, I really don’t need my help? You can’t get out by yourself.” 

Yue Feng is not joking, at this time There are more and more magical soldiers in 
Lieyang Pass, let alone her, even a fly can’t get out. 

“No need!” 

However, Moyan didn’t turn her head back and replied with three words concisely. 

Ugh! 

Hearing the answer, Yue Feng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, and shook his head 
secretly. 

This demon woman is really stubborn. 

Whoa! 

While muttering in my heart, I saw more than a dozen divine soldiers quickly 
approaching the alley, and the shouting and shouting came one after another. 

“Search every street carefully!” 



“The entire periphery of Lieyang Pass is completely blocked. They can’t escape, they 
must hide in the city.” 

“Search…” 

Chapter 4588 

With the shouting, the footsteps are getting closer. 

Nima! 

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng scolded secretly. He jumped up on the roof without 
thinking too much, and then looked around, his eyes lit up. 

Nice place to hide. 

I saw a huge bronze bell hanging on a bell tower not far away. The bronze bell is more 
than one meter in diameter and three meters deep. It is a good place to hide. 

Moreover, Yue Feng clearly saw that the bell tower that prevented the bronze bell was 
the tallest building in the entire Lieyang Pass. Hidden inside, it could also facilitate the 
observation of the situation, which would kill two birds with one stone. 

Yes, just hide here temporarily, and leave Lieyang Pass after the wind blows. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng didn’t hesitate at all, his figure rose into the sky and went 
directly towards the bell tower. After arriving, he got into the bronze bell directly. 

Haha…. 

the moment he entered the bronze bell, Yue Feng saw that the space inside was very 
suitable for hiding a person, and suddenly showed a smile. 

The hiding place has been found, and now all that’s left is to wait. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng patted the dust on his body and began to close his eyes 
to rest. 

Right now, on the other side. 

Relying on her strength and speed, Moyan reached the east gate of Lieyang Pass in the 
blink of an eye. 

call! 



At this moment, seeing the situation outside Lieyang Pass, Mo Yan’s body trembled, 
and she was stunned. 

It was seen that many divine soldiers were waiting outside the city gate, and, under the 
deployment of several divine generals, several law formations were formed. 

It can be said that as long as Moyan goes out, he will fall into these circles, and even if 
he has the ability to reach the sky, he will not be able to escape. 

hateful! 

Can’t leave at all? 

For a moment, Mo Yan bit her lip, anxious. 

Swish! 

Just when Mo Yan was secretly anxious, the magic soldiers guarding the city gate also 
found her, and they all started shouting. 

“It’s that witch!” 

“Want to run?” 

“Hurry up and grab him.” 

Under the call, many divine soldiers burst out with divine power, clutching their weapons 
tightly, and rushing over. 

Looking at the magic soldiers rushing up, Mo Yan bit her lip tightly. At this time, her 
anger was also aroused, and she shouted: “A bunch of shrimp soldiers and crab 
generals, get out!” 

Om! 

When the words fell, Mo Yan mobilized the power of the demon soul, and the delicate 
body was like a frightening giant, facing up to fight with those divine soldiers. 

Bang bang bang… 

In the blink of an eye, in less than two rounds, dozens of divine soldiers were knocked 
out and fell to the ground one by one, losing their combat effectiveness. 

Seeing this scene, the other divine soldiers surrounding them showed deep fear on their 
faces. 



The power of this witch is terrifying. 

“Don’t panic everyone!” 

At this moment, a burly figure rushed out of the crowd and shouted: “She is alone, 
immediately open the magic circle, as long as she is trapped in the magic circle, we will 
win .” 

This man was two meters tall, with dark red skin, wearing red and black armor, and 
looked like an iron tower from a distance. 

Whoa! 

The voice fell, and hundreds of divine soldiers turned their figures one after another and 
started the surrounding magic circle. 

In an instant, a powerful formation aura burst out, directly covering Mo Yan. 

call! 

Faced with this situation, Mo Yan’s delicate face was full of contempt: “Want to trap me 
with a magic circle?” The voice fell, and the figure rose up, trying to break out. 

However, Mo Yan underestimated the power of the magic circle. 

Bang! 

In the next second, he saw a golden beam of light condensed from the magic circle. Mo 
Yan did not hesitate at that time, and directly urged the power of the demon soul to 
resist. In an instant, the figure collided with the beam of light, and a thunderous roar was 
heard. 

In the roar, Mo Yan was directly shocked and out of breath, her face was pale and 
weak. 

Whoa! 

Seeing this scene, the spirit general Kuishan and the surrounding divine soldiers were 
extremely excited. 

Mo Yan stabilized her figure, her eyes were full of solemnity. 

This magic circle is so powerful that he has used the power of the eight-layer demon 
soul, but he is not an opponent. 

“Haha…” 



At this time, Kui Shanling was full of pride and laughed at Mo Yan: “Witch, you have no 
chance, surrender.” 

“Stop talking nonsense!” 

Mo Yan’s delicate face was full of expressions . Cold and arrogant, he shouted: “You 
are just relying on the crowd, I want to leave, you can’t stop me.” 

Chapter 4589 

Hearing the answer, Kui Shanling’s face turned gloomy for a moment, and he shouted: 
“Come on together, I don’t believe it, a witch can turn the sky over.” 

Hula! 

Hearing the order, thousands of divine soldiers burst out and attacked Moyan like a tide. 

At the same time, Kui Shanling took out a talisman from his body with a gloomy face, 
raised his hand and waved, only to see the talisman turned into a blue streamer, coming 
straight towards Mo Yan’s back. 

It is the ‘Suppressing Demon Talisman’ that God Domain specializes in dealing with 
demons. 

Bang! 

At this time, Mo Yan was dealing with the continuous attack of the magic soldiers 
around, and she didn’t have time to dodge. The anti-magic talisman directly hit her on 
the back, only to hear a dull sound, Mo Yan was also trembling, and her face turned 
pale. 

hateful! 

For a time, Mo Yan was furious and a little desperate at the same time. 

You must know that the magic-suppressing talisman contains innate spiritual power, 
which is the nemesis of the power of the devil’s soul. Once the power of the magic-
suppressing talisman enters the body, it will cause the disorder of the devil’s soul. 

It seems that this time I really can’t get through Lieyang Pass, so I can only find a way 
to hide and make other plans. 

hum! 

Thinking to herself, Mo Yanyu waved her hand, and a strange blue flame was 
condensed in front of her. 



Seeing the blue flame, those divine soldiers did not dare to approach rashly. Taking 
advantage of the opportunity, Mo Yan turned around and ran towards the crisscrossing 
alleys behind her. 

Mo Yan is very smart, she knows that the more complicated the environment, the better 
for her. 

As long as you get rid of the pursuit of those magical soldiers temporarily, you can drive 
out the power of the demon-suppressing talisman in the body. Otherwise, the magic-
suppressing talisman will remain in the body, and there will be endless troubles. 

Made! 

Seeing Moyan rushing into Lieyang Pass again, Kui Shanling’s face was extremely cold, 
and he shouted angrily: “Chase, go through the whole Lieyang Pass for me, and catch 
him.” 

“Yes.” 

Hearing the order, The surrounding god soldiers responded in unison, and immediately 
chased after Mo Yan. 

Hearing the shouts behind him, Mo Yan did not panic at all, and circled around in 
various alleys. After a few minutes, the magic soldiers were dizzy and completely 
thrown away by Mo Yan. 

Ugh! 

At this time, Mo Yan was hiding on the roof of a commoner, her delicate face was 
extremely complicated. 

It seems that what Feng Tao said just now was right. Lieyangguan stepped up its 
vigilance and could not escape for a while. 

This person acts decisively, and seems to be very familiar with Lieyangguan. With his 
help, he may really be able to leave, but… he rejected him just now, and he has been 
separated. Where can I find him now? 

At this time, Mo Yan didn’t know that the man who called himself Feng Tao was Yue 
Feng, the great enemy of the Demon Race. 

Whew la la… 

Just when Mo Yan was thinking about this, Bu Bu Shen Bing passed by the alley below. 

“Where’s the person?” 



“This witch is so cunning, she actually let her run away.” 

“We deployed a magic circle outside the city. If she can’t escape, it must be nearby. 
Let’s search carefully!” 

Hearing these voices, Mo Yan Jingjing hid on the roof and didn’t move, until the 
footsteps were gone, and then she was secretly relieved, and at the same time she was 
even more anxious. 

It can’t go on like this, it will be found sooner or later. 

Um? 

Just as she was anxious, Mo Yan’s eyes suddenly lit up when she saw the clock tower 
not far away. 

The bell tower is in a good location, overlooking the entire Lieyang Pass, and there is a 
huge bronze bell above it, which is a good place to hide. 

Yes, it’s hidden there. 

As she thought to herself, Mo Yan’s delicate body flashed, and she went straight to the 
clock tower. 

At this time, Yue Feng is here. 

After closing his eyes in the bronze bell for a while, Yue Feng quietly stuck out his head 
and looked outside, frowning secretly. 

Nima. 

Why are there more and more? 

I saw that in the entire Lieyang Pass, there were figures of divine soldiers searching 
everywhere, vowing to turn the entire Lieyang Pass upside down. 

Whoosh! 

Just when Yue Feng frowned secretly, a slender figure came quickly. 

The delicate face was full of anxiety and anger. 

It was Mo Yan. 

Um? 



Suddenly seeing Mo Yan, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t 
help laughing. 

Haha…. 

It seems that the demon queen of the demon race failed to escape successfully in the 
end, and now I am also interested in this good place. 

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng quickly hid in the copper bell. 
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As soon as she hid in, Mo Yan rushed in. The moment she rushed in, she saw Yue 
Feng, and Mo Yan was stunned. She never thought that she would meet this man here 
again. 

Pfft! 

In shock, because the speed was too fast, Mo Yan and Yue Feng collided with each 
other at once. At that time, Mo Yan exclaimed and was about to fall out of the bronze 
bell. Yue Feng’s eyes were fast and he grabbed her waist and hugged her tightly. live. 

hiss! 

At this moment, the soft fragrance entered his arms, and Yue Feng couldn’t help taking 
a breath of cold air, admiring secretly in his heart. 

So soft, so fragrant. 

At the same time, feeling Mo Yan’s weakness, Yue Feng also frowned secretly. 

Does she seem hurt? 

Alas, this woman is so stubborn, she told her before that the situation in front of her is 
not suitable for leaving, but she just doesn’t listen. 

Swish! 

At this moment, Mo Yan’s body trembled, feeling that her heart was about to jump out, 
and at the same time, she was also very embarrassed and angry. 

This… this man, dare to hold himself. 

Snapped! 



In the next second, Mo Yan broke free from Yue Feng’s embrace, raised her jade hand, 
slapped him fiercely, and shouted, “You are so presumptuous, don’t think that if you 
helped me before, I won’t kill you.” 

Saying this At the time, Mo Yan endured the pain caused by the magic-suppressing 
charm in her body. 

I go… 

Yue Feng covered his face, very speechless: “You suddenly rushed over, I was afraid 
that you would fall out, so I hugged you, why do you blame me instead?” 

“Who knew you were hiding in this copper Inside the clock?” Mo Yan said angrily. 

Yue Feng smiled: “How could I miss such a good hiding place?” 

With that said, Yue Feng looked at her: “You failed to break through just now, alas, I 
already told you not to hit hard, you just kept going. , why do you suffer now?” 

“Shut up!” 

Hearing this, Mo Yan was shocked and angry: “What should I do, it’s not your turn to 
make irresponsible remarks.” 

Yue Feng was speechless, nodded and said, “Okay . , I won’t provoke you, but your 
situation is very bad now, so let’s cultivate in the bronze bell, and I will protect you from 
the side.” 

Mo Yan glared at him and said angrily: “No, I am here, You go somewhere else!” 

What? 

Yue Feng almost jumped up: “Why, I found this place first, everything comes first, why 
should I give it to you?” 

This female devil is really domineering. Mo Yan bit her lip and said, “I don’t care about 
that. Anyway 

, I’m going to cultivate here. When I cultivate, I don’t like anyone next to me. 

“ 

Rang, and ah, don’t forget, I helped you before, but now you have to force me, is there 
any reason for heaven?” 

Hu… 



Seeing his righteous expression, Mo Yan’s face flushed, unable to refute for a while. 

After a few seconds, Mo Yan compromised and said softly, “Okay, then let’s be here 
together.” When she spoke, Mo Yan was very helpless, one of the twelve dignified 
demon kings, when has she ever compromised with others? 

But there is no way, the situation is urgent now, and the anti-magic charm in the body is 
about to attack, and it must be removed as soon as possible. 

In Mo Yan’s heart, she promised to nest in a bronze bell with Yue Feng, which was 
considered a kindness. 

However, Yue Feng shook his head: “I think you misunderstood. I found this place first, 
so you have no right to decide whether we can squeeze here together. 

” Smiling face. 

“You…” 

Hearing this, Mo Yan became angry: “What do you mean?” 

“My meaning is very simple.” Yue Feng touched his nose and said with a smile: “Can 
you stay here, It also depends on my mood, understand?” 

Mo Yan’s face changed, and she shouted: “Are you threatening me?” 

This man is really getting more and more presumptuous. 

Yue Feng still had a smile on his face, and said slowly: “I found this place first, even if 
it’s mine, I have the right to decide whether you want to stay or go. This is a matter of 
course, how can it threaten you? 

” ..” 

Seeing him messing around, Mo Yan couldn’t be more anxious, but she nodded and 
said, “Tell me, what do you want to do?” 

This… 

Yue Feng scratched his head and thought about it, then said with a smile: “It’s very 
simple, you Call me good brother, I’m in a good mood, maybe I’ll let you stay here.” 

 


